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MEMO 

Arthur Naparstek 

Jonathan Woocher 

Connnission Task Forces 

JUL 2 1 1988 

July 19, 1988 

I was glad we had the chance to meet last evening, and I am delighted 
(no idle flattery interned) that you will be personally directing the 
Commission process. I think that it will make an enonrous 
difference. 

I spoke with Bennett th.is nornirg and told him to expect same 
material from you. I will be sencling' him a fEM ideas concerning his 
presentation as well , and I assume that you and he will be in touch 
next week after I am in Israel. 

In response to your request concerning possible task forces: As I 
thought about the question i t became evident that there were so many 
alternat ive approaches to delineating the Commission' s scope of 
inquicy that any "cut" will be somewhat arbi trary. I can think of at 
least five different areas which merit exploration, although the 
Commission should obviously not attempt all of them. I 've listed 
them in my own order of priority, but I could certainly be persuaded 
to change my mind. 

Q Task force on educational personnel 

To review the current state of educational personnel. in North America 
- who, how many, in what :(X)Sitions, under what condlitions. To 
identify areas of need and opportunity with respect to staffing of 
the educational system. To make recommendations re recruitment, 
training, retention, career development , etc. 

2. Task force on the structure and organization of Jewish education 

To examine how educational activity is organized in North America. 
To describe and analyze the roles of various actors (synag~es, 
federations, national bodies, Israeli institutions, etc.). To 
identify current st:nictu:ral and organizational dysfW'lctions (e.g. , 
lack of coordination between the "fonnal" and "informal" systems). 
To recomnend alternative organizational models or demonstration 
projects to overcome dysfunctions 

3 . Task force on the economics of Jewish education 

To examine how Jewi sh education is financed, and the inplications of 
current patterns for the educational enterprise. How much is being 
spent, by whom, for what purposes? What are the roles, motivations, 
and expectations of clients, sponsors, and outside .furrlers? Is 
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current funding adequate? What impact does the current funding structure 
have on the educational process and product? Are there areas which merit 
additional investment? What alternative funding patterns exist? Ha.v 
could/should additional resources be provided? ('Ihis touches as well on 
the marketing issue. ) 

(!} Task force on education and the cannnunity 

To examine the place of Jewish education in the overall culture and 
structure of the North Aneric.an Jewish cammunity. To identify the role of 
Jewish education in Jewish communal life arrl perceptions and expectations 
concerning this role. To describe the climate of support/non-support in 
'Which Jewish education operates and the effects of that climate on the 
educational process and product. To assess tl-ie i.nl)c'.cts of J ewish 
education on J ewish continuity and the quality of Jewish camrmmal life. 
To make recormrendations concerning ways of stren:;Jthening communal support 
for Jewish educati on and J ewish education ' s impact on Jewish continuity. 

5. Task force on the practice of Jewish education 

To identify key areas in educational practice which impact on Jewish 
education's effectiveness (e.g. , curriculum, teachirq methods, program 
administration, materials and technology, involvement of families, etc.) • 
To assess strengths and weaknesses of current patterns in these areas 
(i.e. , what are we doing well , what are we doing poorly), and where 
possible the reasons for these. To make recommen::1ations for inproving 
perfonnance in these areas. 

I hope that these are helpful. F.ach could, and almost certainly should, 
be focused more shal:ply before setting out to work, but in the best of all 
possible worlds, I would love to see all of these areas examined 
systematically. 

I am genuinely sorry that I will miss the August 1 festivities, but I look 
forward to working together closely during the next several years. 
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TO: -...,.--H_LZ _________ _ 
NA.Mt 

FROM: ,----H_LZ ________ _ 
N A.MC 

DATE: __ 8_/_S_/_8_8 ___ _ 

REPLYING TO 
OEPA~TMENT/ PL.ANT L.OCATION 0(PAR"TMl:.N l / PLA N1 LOCA110N YOUR MEMO OF: __ _ 

SUBJECT: 

We should organize a task force on the implementation of the recommendations of 
the Commission. This can be done during the process of che study or later, but 
preferably during the process of the stud .. It should involve some of the 
leaders from the fun ing sources such as we federations, foundations, and 
individuals. It may involve setting up ~order of priorities for carrying 
out the Commission's recommendations. We may wish to distinguish b etween 
recommendations which call for long-term financing versus recommendations which 
call for experimental and demonstrat ion projects and, therefore, time-limited 
grants. 

721°"2 (8/81) PHllfl l !J l fl ~ • • 
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To: Art Naparstek 
Virginia Levi 

From: Seymour Fox 
Annette Hochstein 

972 2 6~51 P . b/b 

Novel:lher 30, 1988 

Re : Thou~hts on the Agenda tor 12/ 13 

We've looked through minutes of the meeting o! October 12 as well 
as a draft agenda of that time entitled "possi b l e agenda" . Here 
are our thoughts: 

Morning 

1. Opening statement - MLM 

2. Presentation - MLM or staff 
Review of Background materials 

3 . Discussion 

4. (TWo alternatives] 

[This will have to be 
decided at our meeting. ] 

a. Closure: decis ion on task forces 
decision to reconvane as task forces 

[This should of course be 
phrased differently - it 
should not be mentioned 
expressly. ] 

b. No closure - interim summary ot discussion 

5. Lunch 

I 
Task force-alternative 

6, Task force organizing meetings ·6, Discussion (continued) 

7. Commission reconvene• for reports 7. Decisions on next steps 

8. Concluding remarks - KIM 8. Closure 

In the second alternative - ahoul d time permit - we may eleot to 
have brief presentations on the viaion and/ or case•studies ideas. 

~OU. 

NOV 30 '88 9 : 16 8 972 2 699951 PAGE.06 
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~ollowing our phone conversation of yesterday, we are a~taching a 
memo on task forces, and hope it is useful towards preparation 
ot our meetings of December 8th . 

Also attached is a memo on the agenda tor December 13th. 

Best regards, 

~ ------~ 

l 

972 2 699951 
PAGE . el 

NOV 30 ·as 9: 12 a 
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November 30 , 1988 

TOWARDS THE SECOND COMMISSION MEETING 

MEMORANDUM 

TASK FORCES 
-... 

It is anticipated that a key mechanism for the work of the 
Commission, following its second meeting, will be task forces or 
sub-committees . This memo presents alternative approaches to task 
forces - in light of the meeting on the 13th and beyond. 

A. Possible Approaches: 

1. Full task forces : Task forces would essentially operate 
as mini-commissions . They would have active chairs, would be 
staffed, and would hold periodi c meet ings at which reports 
would be discussed. The task forces would report back to the 
full Commission. 

The main drawbacks to this format seem to be: 

a. Commissioners have told us that they would not be able 
to allocate time for meetings between fu ll Commission 
meetings. 

b. Some Commissioners have expressed the concern that 
strong task forces would result in a loss of the impact of 
the interaction of the full Commission. 

2. Chair - and - staff task forces: Task forces would have 
a small active core: an acti ve and powerful chair and co
chair, with a strong, professional staff. Chairs and staff 
would meet regularly to decide on the staff work, review 
progress and approve staff reports. Task force membership 
could be either small or large. If large, t he whole task 
force could be invited to these meetings but f ull attendance 
between Commission meetings would not be expected . 

Alternatively, task force meetings could be limited to the 
morning of the full Commission meeting. In such a case , all 
task forces could meet concurrently on the same morning 
(e.g. , 9:00-12:00 on June 8th). 

The main drawback to this format is: 

A task force that is essentially led by its chair and staff 
will limit the sense of ownership and participation of most 
Commissioners. 

2 



3. No task forces: The work would be entirely done · by the 
staff. One or two Commissioners would familiarize themsel ves 
with the topic se1-ected and with the staff's work. They 
would present it for discussi,on to the enti re Commi ssion .. 

B. Chairs: 

Chairs and co-chairs to be discussed on December 8th. 

c. s ·taff: 

On the assumption that there will be two or three 
task forces, the staff, in addition to the director_..) Art 
Naparstek, should include: 

Joe Reimer 
Henry Zucker 
Annette Hochstein 
Seymour Fox . 

Two of the above should lead the work of o ne task force. 
Additional staff might include some ·of the s e nior policy 
advisors and additional experts as needed. 

In addition to leading the work, we will probably nee d some 
research and a fair amount of data-gathering and analytic 
work. This will determine additonal staff needs . 

More specific decisions on the staffing of task forces will 
be easier to deal with following the decisions of December 
13th. Therefore, this might be an agenda item for our 
meeting of December 14th. 

D. Task forces at the meeting of December 13th: 

The following possibilities arise: 

1. The Commission decides to break up into groups to 
discuss specific task force assignments. 

If there is time and it is appropriate, two or three groups 
may be decided upon . We should prepare the following 
for these meetings. 

a. Appoint chairs (and co- chairs?) for that day -- they 
should be contacted; their agreement should be secured; an 
agenda should be prepared. 

b . Staff -- Naparstek, Reimer, Zucker, Hochstein, Fox, 
should be prepared to staff the task forces on an ad hoc 
basis for that day. 

3 



c. Agenda -- The purpose of the task force meeting should 
be to discuss and begin to define the task force assignments. 

The following might be useful: 
Review the option paper relevant to the specific 

task force. 
Discuss the scope of the assignment and the 

directions that should be selected. For example , in the 
case of personnel , the discussion might involve whether 
one should start with a specific cut into personnel, 
(e . g. senior personnel, personnel for informal 
education , etc.) or deal with the general personnel 
issues. 

Discuss the kinds of data that need to be gathered 
and the sources of advice on that topic . For example, 
if the salaries of teachers are being discussed, do we 
need data on teachers in general education, in Jewish 
education? Should we define what the implications of 
the various salary increases might be on a given school 
or school system? 

Next steps 
Timetable 

2. The ful l Commission carries on its meeting throughout 
the day a nd decides that task forces should be appointed and 
should start work. However, they do not convene on the 13th. 

In this case, chairs and co-chairs may or may not be 
appointed , and membership in task forces may or may not be 
decided upon on that day. We could discuss this, as well as 
staffing, at our meeting . 

3. A different decision is taken. 

E. What task forces? 

Our hope is that the Commission will decide sometime during 
December 13th what topics to select for study and action. We 
do not know what this decision will be, though from our 
current conversations and interviews with Commissioners, it 
appears that personnel and the community are likely to 
emerge. We should be prepared for different decisions too. 
Moreover, a third topic might be decided upon, as a number 
of Commissioners have raised such a possibility. 

At our meetings on December 8th and 12th, we may wish to 
further consider the meanings and implications of task 
forces on these topics. 

Personnel is the easier one to define by virtue of the topic 
and past experience . 

4 
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' The community will require further d !finition and 
clarification -- we wi11 try to have some ling ready for 
our meeting on the 8th • 

The third task force is right now undefine L. A number of 
suggestions ·emerged -- we may want to I d~scuss them on 
December 8th, with a key · question bein~r l.,hether we can 
undertake a third task force, whether we \ .ave the needed 
staff, the time, etc. 

We hope this is useful as 
December 8th. 

background for '1lt1r discussion on 

5 



Brandeis University 
Philip W. Lo\Vn 
, chool of 
"\' car Eastern and 
Judaic Studie~ 

Benjamin S. Hornstein 
Program in Jewish 
Communal Service 
617-7:36-2990 

Dr. Arthur Naparstek 
Commission on Jewish Education 
4500 Euclid Ave. 
Cleveland, OH 44103 

Dear Art, 

Waltham \fassac·hu~ett:' 
022.54-9 I 10 

December 22, 1988 

Since we last met in New York, I have spent a lot of time thinking 
about how I could continue working at the central agenda of the Commission 
and simultaneously further my tenure-case. I've come up with an idea 
which I 've shared with Bernie Reisman and want to raise for discussion 
with you and the rest of our staff. 

~ 
I want to work on the "task force' on personnel, but do so in a way 

that makes a methodological contribution to both Jewish education and my 
intellectual domain, developmental psychology . (I was originally trained 
at Harvard in that area and have published primarily in the field of moral 
development. My reappointment committee suggested I integrate that 
perspective with new interest in Jewish education.) 

Put simply, I suggest doing a volume arallel to the "best practice" 
one on "best practitioners." More complexly, I want. c e mys 1. s as 
an i nterviewer and as an analyst of developmental data to chart the 
development of careers among a sample of the most successful professionals 
in Jewish education. Rather t'Fian assume a model o f prof essional -
devel opment b a~ d on other professions (such as medicine or law), I 
propose that we empirically investigate how successful careers in Jewish 
education have developed and are developing in tne fi eld . I propose a 
s ~mpl e which draws 

1

from several cohorts or generations of Jewish educators 
(e . g., young, mid-life, senior educators) and which would allow us co 
better understand how recruitment., training, retencion and professional 
development have taken place in the professionals' lives. Using existing 
paradigms for examining the course of career development in related 
fields, I would be investigacing in this study quest.ions such as: (1) What 
leads these people t.o enter the field? (2) What in retrospect was most 
valuable in their training? (3} How did their initial work experiences 
help set the course of their future development as a professional? (4) 
How have they struggled wich the question of whether to remain in or leave 
the field? (5) What has sustained these people in continuing in Jewish 
education? (6) What has guided their climb up the ladder of leadership 
in the field? (7) How do chey understand their current effectiveness as 
professionals in che field? (8) What is their vision for che future of 
this field and their contribution to it? 



Dr . Arthur Naparstek 
P. 2, December 22, 1988 

In summary, I arn proposing to bring methodologies borrowed from the 
fields of adult development and career development to bear on the central 
issues in personnel of recruitment, training, retention and professional 
development. While one study cannot answer the "how to" question (anymore 
than ''best practices" can answer "how to proceed on Monday morning"), it 
can highlight what has worked and how the contours of successful careers 
in Jewish education might look. 

This is still an idea-in-the-rough, but I hope it might push ahead our 
on- going conversation. Best regards and enjoy whatever holiday you are 
taking . 

Sincerely yours, 

Josep:1 Reimer 

nb 




